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The Abingdon Bible commentary
1978

the abingdon old testament commentaries series offers compact critical commentaries on all the
books of the old testament in addition to providing fundamental information on and insights into old
testament writings these commentaries exemplify the tasks and procedures of careful critical
exegesis so as to assist students of the old testament in coming to an informed engagement of the
biblical texts themselves these commentaries are written with special attention to the needs and
interests of theology students but they will also be useful for students in upper level college or
university settings as well as for pastors and other church leaders each volume consists of four
parts an introduction that addresses the key issues raised by the writing the literary genre
structure and character of the writing the occasional and situational context of the writing
including its wider social and historical context and the theological and ethical significance of the
writing within these several contexts a commentary on the text organized by literary units covering
literary analysis exegetical analysis and theological and ethical analysis an annotated bibliography
a brief subject index gowan takes full account of the most important current scholarship and
secondary literature while not attempting to engage in technical academic debate the fundamental
concern of this and every volume is analysis and discussion of the literary sociohistorical
theological and ethical dimensions of the biblical texts themselves each volume attends to issues of
special concern to students of the bible literary genre structure and character of the writing
occasion and situational context of the writing wider social and historical context the theological
and ethical significance of the writing within these several contexts and the like daniel one of the
most misused books of the bible is read in this commentary as a powerful message concerning hope
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and responsibility for believers who for various reasons have to face the theological question who s
in charge here the book of daniel insists that the god of israel is in charge in spite of what
circumstances may indicate then finds ways through story and vision to reassure the faithful that
there is a future for them after all the commentary shows that what might be taken as just sunday
school stories the lions den and the fiery furnace do raise issues from real life that have faced
believers time and again across the centuries it also helps readers to understand how to read daniel
s predictions of the future in a way that is most faithful to scripture as a whole the author explores
the widely disparate meanings that have been attributed to the visions in the book he investigates
four basic interpretations that form the basis of reading the book of daniel

The Abingdon Bible Commentary
1939

mark s genius lies not in telling a story about jesus but in creating conditions under which the
reader may experience the peculiar quality of god s good news the evangelist hurries one along
breathlessly immediately making sure that the reader lurches with the characters into one pothole
after another what is this new teaching that consorts with the flagrantly sinful turning the pious
homicidal intimates into strangers and mustard seeds into the greatest of all shrubs jesus closest
adherents the twelve are among the most muddled who can blame them they ask for an obscure
parable s interpretation and receive an answer even more confounding they are told to feed
thousands with next to nothing their boat almost capsizes while their teacher sleeps as they oar in
rough waters the teacher strides the waves intending to bypass them putting the reader in the
same boat mark structures conversations with jesus that make little sense if any the twelve are
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craven stupid self serving and disobedient meet the average christian besides their hearts were
hardened who hardens hearts god should not god s messiah lift the burdens of those following him
what kind of christ heads to a cross handing his disciples another for themselves do you not yet
understand from the introduction

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries: Daniel
2011-09-01

clifford differs from other commentators on the psalms chiefly in his concern with the inner
dramatic logic of the psalms how they organize the experience and desires of the pray er and bring
them to a proper conclusion his primary concern is to help readers see the pattern and progression
within the psalms while at the same time attending to the richness of their words and the texture of
their imagery

Abingdon New Testament Commentaries: Mark
2011-09-01

revised and updated based on the nrsv and niv translations covers every book verse by verse each
volume also contains maps charts a pronunciation guide and a glossary available in sets or
individually
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Basic Bible Commentary
1994

even in famine times god plants seed preparing for the next harvest even when we cannot see it

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries: Psalms 1-72
2002-12-01

in this volume smith views the fourth gospel within several contexts in order to illuminate its
specific purposes and achievements a growing consensus of recent scholarship including martyn
raymond e brown meeks seeks the roots of this gospel and its traditions in the conflict between
jesus followers and opponents within judaism in their struggles jesus followers are encouraged and
strengthened by his continuing presence in the spirit which articulates his meaning for new
situations although distinctive johannine christianity does not develop in complete isolation from
the broader christian gospels out of a fascinating if complex setting develops the strikingly unique
statement of christian faith practice and doctrine found in the gospel of john the purpose of this
commentary is to enable the reader to comprehend that statement in historical perspective in order
to appreciate its meaning and significance
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Basic Bible Commentary
1994-06

explores ezekiel a story of trauma holiness and survival

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries | Ruth
2012

revised and updated based on the nrsv and niv translations covers every book verse by verse each
volume also contains maps charts a pronunciation guide and a glossary available in sets or
individually

Abingdon New Testament Commentaries: John
2011-09-01

jouette bassler s volume on the pastoral letters is a model of careful clearly written cogent
interpretation she gives faithful attention to the problematic trees along the exegetical path yet
without losing sight of the forest organized by literary units but not avoiding difficult verses bassler
s commentary keeps before the reader the unfolding history of the early christian community from
which the text emerges it is unquestionably the best resource we have on the pastoral letters
charles b cousar columbia theological seminary bassler s commentary has the crispness of style and
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no nonsense quality about it that one has come to expect from its author the underlying learning is
evident throughout it results in careful critical exegesis that places the pastorals securely in their
social and historical context all relevant issues are explained and discussed bassler is particularly
good at referring the reader to other texts that illuminate her own with a broad range over jewish
greco roman and christian texts she presupposes the non pauline authorship of the pastorals but
otherwise has no special axes to grind as an introductory commentary for theological students it
could not be bettered troels engberg pedersen copenhagen university denmark

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries | Ezekiel
2010

rev ed published as interpreter s concise commentary c1983

First and Second Chronicles
1994-06

this study of the books of kings unfolds with attention and sensitivity to the immense literary
artistry that craft these narratives
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Abingdon New Testament Commentaries: 1 & 2 Timothy
and Titus
2011-09-01

the abingdon old testament commentaries provide compact critical commentaries on the books of
the old testament for the use of theological students and pastors the commentaries are also useful
for upper level college or university students and for those responsible for teaching in
congregational settings in addition to providing basic information and insights into the old
testament writings these commentaries exemplify the tasks and procedures of careful
interpretation to assist students of the old testament in coming to an informed and critical
engagement with the biblical texts themselves jeremiah has a reputation for being one of the most
difficult books in the bible to read despite its dense and jumbled appearance stulman shows that
jeremiah is far more than a random accumulation of miscellaneous materials jeremiah is an artistic
and symbolic tapestry held together by prose seams in the first commentary to give the prose
literature such strong attention stulman explains how the prophetic book reenacts the dismantling
of israel s most cherished social and symbolic systems in doing so it speaks poignantly of the
horrors of war and military occupation as well as the resultant despair and anger siege and
deportation however do not signal the end for the people of god as jeremiah unfolds seeds of hope
begin to emerge such hope asserts that massive wreckage does not nullify god s love that
oppressive and murderous forces will not ultimately triumph and that the suffering and sovereign
god will sculpt new beginnings out of the ruin of fallen worlds
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The Interpreter's One Volume Commentary on the Bible
1971

revised and updated based on the nrsv and niv translations covers every book verse by verse each
volume also contains maps charts a pronunciation guide and a glossary

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries | 1 - 2 Kings
2006

explores how the book of leviticus challenges and encourages believers of every generation to live
the life that god originally intended for humanity

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries: Jeremiah
2011-09-01

revised and updated based on the nrsv and niv translations covers every book verse by verse each
volume also contains maps charts a pronunciation guide and a glossary
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John
1994

stulman shows that jeremiah is an artistic and symbolic tapestry held together by prose seams in
the first commentary to give the prose literature such strong attention stulman explains how the
prophetic book reenacts the dismantling of israel s most cherished social and symbolic systems

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries | Leviticus
2009

revised and updated based on the nrsv and niv translations covers every book verse by verse each
volume also contains maps charts a pronunciation guide and a glossary

Basic Bible Commentary Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah and
Jonah
1994-06

the abingdon old testament commentaries provide compact critical commentaries on the books of
the old testament for the use of theological students and pastors the commentaries are also useful
for upper level college or university students and for those responsible for teaching in
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congregational settings in addition to providing basic information and insights into the old
testament writings these commentaries exemplify the tasks and procedures of careful
interpretation to assist students of the old testament in coming to an informed and critical
engagement with the biblical texts themselves the prophetic books gathered together in the book of
the twelve are sometimes called the minor prophets because of their relatively small size when
compared with isaiah jeremiah and ezekiel they are often neglected at least partly because their
words of judgment make the reader uncomfortable yet they have considerable theological and
ethical value for their call for social justice especially amos and micah their insights about the
passionate love of god in hosea god s grace and forgiveness jonah hosea and elsewhere and the
finality of hope even in the face of terrible catastrophes

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries | Jeremiah
2005

revised and updated based on the nrsv and niv translations covers every book verse by verse each
volume also contains maps charts a pronunciation guide and a glossary available in sets or
individually

Basic Bible Commentary Isaiah Volume 12
1994-06

revised and updated based on the nrsv and niv translations covers every book verse by verse each
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volume also contains maps charts a pronunciation guide and a glossary

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries: Hosea, Joel, Amos,
Obadiah, Jonah, Micah
2011-09-01

item 9780687006823 is the 13 volume new testament basic bible commentary set revised and
updated based on the nrsv and niv translations covers every book verse by verse each volume also
contains maps charts a pronunciation guide and a glossary available in sets or individually

Psalms
1994-06

in a striking departure from customary readings of the acts of the apostles as the story of the
growth of the church gaventa argues that luke s second volume has to do with nothing less than the
activity of god from the beginning of the story at jesus ascension and extending until well past the
final report of paul s activity in rome luke narrates a relentlessly theological story in which matters
of institutional history or biography play only an incidental role gaventa pays careful attention to
luke s story of god as well as to the numerous characters who set themselves in opposition to god s
plan
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Basic Bible Commentary
1994-06

pastors and students who want a one volume commentary to complement the new interpreter s
study bible will be pleased to find in this resource the quality of scholarship that is a hallmark of
other new interpreter s bible resources the portability accessibility and affordability of the one
volume commentary will appeal to professors and students as well as lay persons and pastors this
commentary contains articles on all the books of the bible including the apocrypha as well as
numerous general articles on biblical interpretation geographical and historical setting religion text
canon translation bible and preaching teaching with bibliographies for each article extra value
includes chronology timeline table of measures and money and a subject index old testament editor
dr david l petersen franklin nutting parker professor of old testament emory university professor
petersen s current research focuses on the book of genesis and on prophetic literature an ordained
presbyterian minister dr petersen has written coauthored or coedited a number of scholarly and
popular books and articles he was the senior old testament editor for the new interpreter s bible
professor petersen is a past president of the society of biblical literature new testament editor dr
beverly roberts gaventa helen h p manson professor of new testament literature and exegesis
princeton theological seminary dr gaventa whose specialties within the field of new testament are
the letters of paul and luke acts is widely published she is a member of the advisory board for the
new testament library a new commentary series for westminster john knox press editor of the
society of biblical literature s resources for biblical studies and a member of the editorial board of
its journal of biblical literature and associate editor of the catholic biblical quarterly
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Basic Bible Commentary
1994-07-01

this informative and engaging commentary invites modern readers to overhear paul s letter as if
they were present in one of the galatian house churches where it was being read for the first time
by setting aside the theological baggage of the centuries that burdens many other interpretations
of galatians williams allows the apostle s own provocative thought to be encountered freshly and
appreciated anew in its own terms

Abingdon New Testament Commentaries | Acts
2003

this annual resource provides biblical commentary for the focal bible passages used in adult bible
studies included for each week are the focal bible passages for each sunday unit introductions
commentary on the focal bible passages and a pronunciation guide for bible names and places
based on the abingdon basic bible commentary printed with a larger font for ease of reading this
annual resource provides biblical commentary for the focal bible passages used in adult bible
studies included for each week are the focal bible passages for each sunday unit introductions
commentary on the focal bible passages and a pronunciation guide for bible names and places
based on the abingdon basic bible commentary printed with a larger font for ease of reading
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The New Interpreter's® Bible One-Volume Commentary
2010-10-01

steven mckenzie offers an up to date accessible commentary covering the critical issues section by
section while also emphasizing the larger theological literary significance of these books

The Interpreter's One-volume Commentary on the Bible
1983

like widely differing siblings raised by the same parents each letter produced by paul has its own
distinguishing character for the historically minded critic each letter s unique traits provide
important clues for detecting the circumstances in which paul wrote it as well as what he hoped to
achieve with it scholars assume that by examining the content of the letter the answer they can
infer the readers situation that paul is addressing the question a method sometimes called mirror
reading in the case of romans however both the particular traits and the overall content are so
unusual that scholars continue to debate why paul wrote precisely this letter and what he hoped to
achieve by it in rome so begins leander keck s seminal work on the new testament book of romans
keck asserts that because romans is part of the new testament we can compare it with the other
letters ascribed to paul as well as with what acts reports about his message and mission but the
first readers of romans had only this letter they could compare it only with what they may have
heard about him while this commentary does from time to time compare romans with what paul
had said before it concentrates on romans itself what paul says in this text should not be conflated
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with nor inflated into what he thought comprehensively though it is essential to understand that as
well we do not really need another major commentary on romans that loses us in the minutiae of
word studies literary parallels sociological and rhetorical hypotheses we have such in plenty the
abingdon series however by its limited size forces the contributor to focus on the primary task of
the commentator to clarify the meaning intended or potential of the words of the text and to
provide some basic reflection on its their continuing significance and that is where keck excels
james d g dunn review of biblical literature 04 2006

Abingdon New Testament Commentaries | Galatians
1997

revised and updated based on the nrsv and niv translations covers every book verse by verse each
volume also contains maps charts a pronunciation guide and a glossary available in sets or
individually

Adult Bible Study Commentary Spring 2022
2021-11

this annual resource provides biblical commentary for the focal bible passages used in adult bible
studies included for each week are the focal bible passages for each sunday unit introductions
commentary on the focal bible passages and a pronunciation guide for bible names and places
based on the abingdon basic bible commentary printed with a larger font for ease of reading this
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annual resource provides biblical commentary for the focal bible passages used in adult bible
studies included for each week are the focal bible passages for each sunday unit introductions
commentary on the focal bible passages and a pronunciation guide for bible names and places
based on the abingdon basic bible commentary printed with a larger font for ease of reading

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries | I & II Chronicles
2004

examines how the book of proverbs shapes moral imagination

Abingdon New Testament Commentaries: Romans
2011-09-01

the abingdon new testament commentaries series offers compact critical commentaries on the
writings of the new testament these commentaries are written with special attention to the needs
and interests of theology students but they will also be useful for students in upper level college or
university settings as well as for pastors and other church leaders in addition to providing basic
information about the new testament texts and insights into their meanings these commentaries
exemplify the tasks and procedures of careful critical exegesis in this volume robert c tannehill
focuses on the significance of the gospel of luke in its final form for its original audience drawing on
his own extensive previous work on luke as a literary narrative as well as on recent studies of the
ancient mediterranean social world tannehill suggests that modern readers will find that certain
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features of luke s gospel only take on significance or deeper significance when matched with an
appropriate historical and cultural context in the first century this commentary is designed to meet
the needs of sophisticated nonspecialist students of the bible the evangelist s literary genius
frequently displayed in multivalent diction and imagery finds in robert tannehill a faithful and
sensitive interpreter social scientific criticism use of cultural anthropology and frequent correction
of renderings in the new revised standard version appear without undue intrusiveness this is a
work well done frederick w danker christ seminary seminex lutheran school of theology at chicago

Mark
1994

the abingdon old testament commentaries series offers compact critical commentaries on all the
books of the old testament in addition to providing fundamental information on and insights into old
testament writings these commentaries exemplify the tasks and procedures of careful critical
exegesis so as to assist students of the old testament in coming to an informed engagement of the
biblical texts themselves these commentaries are written with special attention to the needs and
interests of theology students but they will also be useful for students in upper level college or
university settings as well as for pastors and other church leaders each volume consists of four
parts an introduction that addresses the key issues raised by the writing the literary genre
structure and character of the writing the occasional and situational context of the writing
including its wider social and historical context and the theological and ethical significance of the
writing within these several contexts a commentary on the text organized by literary units covering
literary analysis exegetical analysis and theological and ethical analysis an annotated bibliography
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a brief subject index in this volume on deuteronomy brueggemann shows the significance of the
book of deuteronomy to the shape and substance of israel s faith in the old testament deuteronomy
gave classic articulation to the main themes characteristic of judaism and derivatively of
christianity brueggemann emphasizes that deuteronomy is an expression of covenant theology
whereby yhwh and israel are pledged to exclusive loyalty and fidelity to each other yhwh is to
assure the well being of israel and israel is to live in trust and obedience to yhwh in examining the
relationship of israel to god brueggemann makes suggestions on how such covenant fidelity might
be lived out by believers today brueggemann s commentary on the book of deuteronomy provides
an accessible exegetical and theological understanding of a crucial biblical text the introduction
presents deuteronomy as an expression of the radical yahwistic alternative to the political rhetoric
and ideology of the israelite monarchy in the eighth and seventh centuries each section consists of
an introduction exegesis and theological and ethical analysis of the essential elements that form the
core of deuteronomy s message to the israelite community the choice between covenant and idol
that forms the crux of the text s message is further interpreted in light of the concern for covenant
faithfulness as expressed in the rest of the ot and in the proclamation of the nt brueggemann
explores how this same choice is reflected in the political and ideological voices that address the
community of faith today this commentary introduces the book of deuteronomy to theological
students pastors and teachers and points to the relevance of its message for those who seek to
bring the alternative biblical message into the current cultural conversation beverly white cushman
calvin college in religious studies review volume 29 number 3 july 2003

Adult Bible Study Commentary Winter 2021-22
2021-08-02
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revised and updated based on the nrsv and niv translations covers every book verse by verse each
volume also contains maps charts a pronunciation guide and a glossary available in sets or
individually

Interpreter's One-volume Commentary on the Bible
1971

revised and updated based on the nrsv and niv translations covers every book verse by verse each
volume also contains maps charts a pronunciation guide and a glossary available in sets or
individually

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries | Proverbs
2009

identifying the theme of 1 peter as how the church is to witness responsibly in a non christian world
boring emphasizes the necessity of a sympathetic historical understanding of those parts of the
letter that collide with modern cultural values and understandings of what christian commitment
and theology require he gives special attention as well to the narrative world within which this
ancient writer operated and to the strong affirmation of ecumenism implicit in the letter s
amalgamation of traditions stemming from peter and paul respectively through the years professor
boring has shown himself to be a master of technical exegesis and theology wedded to great
pastoral concern these twin talents are fittingly brought to bear on a new testament document that
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shows the same union of rich theology and pastoral care indeed the sober centrist yet moving
commentary squares perfectly with the sober centrist yet moving document that is 1 peter if this
commentary is a popularization then it is a popularization of very high caliber a tremendous
amount of research and insight is made available and intelligible to a wide public this commentary
is not just a rehash of what everyone else has said on 1 peter the innovative appendix detailing the
narrative world of 1 peter is alone worth the price of admission all in all an excellent contribution to
present day literature on an often neglected book of the new testament john p meier the catholic
university of america washington d c

Abingdon New Testament Commentaries: Luke
2011-09-01

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries: Deuteronomy
2011-09-01

James, First and Second Peter, First, Second and Third John
and Jude
1994
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First and Second Kings
1994-06

Abingdon New Testament Commentaries | 1 Peter
1999
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